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This invention relates to improvements in the indi 
vidual packaging of articles such as paper products or the 
like which may advantageously be maintained compressed 
or partially compacted for reduction or" bulk thereof. 
A primary object is to provide a low cost dimensionally 

stable hermetically sealed package capable of being 
stacked and which is easily removed vfrom its compressed 
or compacted contents without the necessity of provid 
ing means such as lines of fracture, tear strings or the 
like to insure a desired tear path for easy opening or com 
plete removal of the package ‘from its contents. 

Another object is to provide a heat sealed enclosure 
of improved sheet material about light weight partially 
compacted contents which determines the contour of the 
resulting package while maintaining the sheet material 
under tension in a manner to be easily torn in the direc 
tion of a desired tear path encircling the item for removal 
of the enclosure material. 
A still further object is to employ an improved plastic 

?lm product having directional strength and tear char 
acteristics in a manner to provide a protective sealed‘en 
closure for a pmially compressed and expansible article 
while best utilizing those characteristics in providing a 
desired tear path without resort to lines of weakening, 
tear strings, or path directing devices. 

Other objects are generally to improve and simplify 
the packaging of one or a plurality of light weight com 
pactable articles maintained compacted within the elastic 
limits thereof while packaged. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 shows a packet of envelopes enclosed in a wrap 

per incorporating the invention; 
FIG. 2 illustrates a clip or stack of facial tissues pack 

aged in accordance with the invention; 
FIG. 3 illustrates a pocket pack of facial tissues pack 

aged in the manner taught herein; 
' FIG. 4 illustrates a double roll of hand towels enclosed 
in a package incorporating the invention, with parts 
broken away to illustrate the degree of compaction of the 
towels; 
FIG. 5 diagrammatically illustrates the application of 

the improved wrapper material to a double roll of hand 
towels ‘during a wrapping step resulting in compaction of 
the toweling stock; ‘and 

FIG. 6 shows in perspective and greatly enlarged a 
fragment of the wrapper material with which articles are 
packaged in the manner taught herein. 
, While it is known to employ plastic ?lm for the hermeti 
cally sealed enclosure of various articles, the physical 
characteristics thereof such as stretch, tensile strength 
and heat scalability have imposed severe limitations on 
the use of very thin sheets of polyethylene or similar 
high polymer plastic materials for the enclosure of com 
pacted articles which require constraining forces. It is 
also generally known to employ paper as a backing for 
polyethylene or similar plastic ?lms to strengthen the 
?lm for pack-aging use. The packaging of articles in such 
material may be done on known automatic machines. 
The invention is ‘concerned with the solution of certain 
problems‘ which have limited the use of very light weight 
polyethylene and similar sheet stock for the packaging of 
light weight articles which advantageously are main 
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soft and pliable web~backed polyethylene laminate is em 
ployed to package articles in vaccordance with the inven 
tion in a manner to insure easy partial or complete re 
moval of the package forming material from its contents 
in the absence of known aids such as tear strings, tabs, 
and lines of fracture as tear path directing means and 
with attendant substantial savings in package fabrica 
tion. 

During production by extrusion of certain types of 
plastic ?lm, such as polyethylene ?lm, the ?lm is sub 
jected to suf?cient stretch to e?ect molecular alignment 
in the machine direction with the result that the ?lm has 
greater tensile strength in that ‘direction than in the cross 
direction. While not all plastic materials may be thus 
stretch strengthened, the invention is related to plastic 
materials which possess such molecular characteristics and 
is particularly directed to thin ?lms of polyethylene which 
have been produced under conditions which impart a 
machine directional strength in excess of the cross di 
rectional strength by about 10% to 60%. It is also well 
known that most light weight paper produced on a Four 
drinicr paper machine has machine directional strength 
in excess of its cross directional strength, the particular 
conditions of manufacture governing the ratio therebe 
tween. 
Thin sheets of certain plastic materials such as poly 

ethylene are thus characterized by a grain direction, as 
is most light weight paper. Since in both materials cross 
directional bonds are weaker than machine directional 
bonds, the path of minimum tear resistance is aligned 
with the direction of greatest tensile strength, which is 
the machine direction. 

These physical characteristics have heretofore been 
recognized in the packaging art and to some extent have 
been utilized in establishing desired tear paths. While 
relatively thick polyethylene ?lm exhibits sufficient di 
rectionality of tear characteristics to be torn in the grain 
direction when serving as an article enclosure, very thin 
?lms, for example, of a thickness of one mil or less, do 
not under like conditions exhibit very strong tear char 
acteristics due to ?lm weight even though such ?lm may 
be somewhat stronger in one direction than in the other. 
However, when a very thin ?lm of polyethylene or the 
like is bonded to a light weight ?brous web with the grain 
direction of each in alignment, an additive effect is ob 
tained with the resulting laminate product having the com 
bined directional tear characteristics of both the ?lm and 
web. The plastic ?lm product employed in packaging 
articles in accordance with the invention is fabricated in 
a manner to utilize the combined directional tear char 
acteristics of a light weight creped web of cellulosic ?bers 
and a very thin ?lm of polyethylene or similar high poly 
mer plastic. ' V 

Laminated sheet material as below described insures 
complete conformability of the wrapper material to those 
surfaces of the packaged contents which de?ne the con 
tour of the package. The present invention is directed 
to the concept of so applying an improved plastic ?lm 
laminate to a compacted article that the grain direction 
of the laminate is oriented to encircle the compacted 
article in that direction requiring maximum constraining 
forces. Orientation of the laminate in such manner per 
mits use of a laminate of both minimum web and ?lm 
Weight while eliminating the necessity of providing either 
lines of perforation or special devices such as tear strings 
or vtapes to de?ne an article-encirclins7 tear strip for re 
moval of the laminate from the enclosed contents. 

It is important that the ?lm laminate employed in ac 
cordance with the invention forthe packaging of com 
pacted articles exhibit some inherent elasticity to insure a 
desired uniformly smooth contour throughout the surface 
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‘ of the package. It is also important that the amount of 
inherent elasticity be maintained within controlled limits 
and that the ?lm laminate be capable of maintaining its 
elasticity during the reasonable shelf and use life of an 
article so packaged. The ?lm product herein employed 
for packaging is soft ‘and pliable and presents a very pleas 
ing appearance. . 

Neat and attractive packaging of compactable light 
weight articles such as facial tissue, envelopes and ?uify 
hand towelling is both simpli?ed and improved by the 
invention. While it is known to use non-reinforced poly 
ethylene ?lm of several mils thickness for packaging pur 
poses, such ?lm is not entirely satisfactory for many such 
usm. When compacted articles are packaged with such 
?lm under a degree of compaction su?icient to reduce the 

' bulk to an extent often desired, the ?lm has a tendency to ' 
grow and the ?lm material to loosen and present a saggy 
appearance. While polyethylene and similar ?lms are 
sometimes backed with kraft or other non-creped paper, 
such a product lacks appreciable stretchability, hence it is 
difficult to obtain smooth conformability to the contour 
of the enclosed article. For example, when known types 
of paper-backed polyethylene ?lm are employed to form 
an hermetically sealed package about light weight com 
pactable paper in roll form, the laminate is usually main 
tained taut throughout that portion encircling the roll, but 
the portions overlapped and sealed at the roll ends, since 
not subjected to the same forces of expansion as the roll 
encircling portion, frequently present a loose and sloppy 
appearance. I’ 

The plastic film material comprising the packages illus 
trated in the drawings consists‘ of a ?brous creped web 
of a basis weight of about 6 to 14 pounds per ream per 
3000 square feet, having bonded on one sidethereof a 
?lm of polyethylene or the like of a thickness in the range 
of about .35 to 2.5 mils, with the bonding con?ned to the 
crests of the web. The crepe ratio is maintained within 
limits of about 1.5 to 3. During fabrication the web and 

are properly aligned to obtain the added e?ect of 
their maximum tensile strength and tear re 
sistance characteristics. Such material, within the Weight 
and thickness ranges above de?ned, is easily torn in the 
direction of its maximum tensile strength and especially 
when maintained under slight tension the tear will closely 
follow ‘that direction. While the tear line may depart 
somewhat from a true linear path, it nevertheless will not 
appreciably depart therefrom. Polyethylene of a thick. 
n'ess between about .35 and 2.5 milsis extruded in a man 
ner to insure molecular orientation resulting in machine 
directional tensile strength in excess of cross directional 
strength by at least 20% to 30%. Such a ?lm exhibits 
about ‘15% to 20% more cross directional than machine 
directional tear resistance. 
Most light Weight mired facialtissue waddins at basis 

weights between 6 and 14 pounds per ream exhibits a ratio 
of cross directional to machine directional strength some 
what less than 2 to 1. The plastic ?lm Product taught 
herein comprises creped wadding fabricated in a manner 
to insure that its machine directional strength exceeds by 
at least 2.5 to 1 its cross directional strength. Wadding 12 
of the above characteristics, weights and crepe ratios, has 
bonded to one side thereof a plastic ?lm 14 ofthe abOve 
thickness range and directional tear characteristics. The 
added effect of such directional characteristics results in 
the product 10 having very high machine directional 
strength in comparison to its cross directional strength. 
The cross directional tear resistance exceeds machine di 
rection tear resistance by a factor of at least 35 %. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a fragment of a plastic ?lm sheet ma 
terial 10 comprising a creped web 12 of cellulose ?bers 
having thermally bonded to the top surface, as shown, a 
thin ?lm of polyethylene 14. Arrow 16 indicates the ma 
chine direction of both the plastic material and the web 
which are in alignment as above mentioned, the method 
of producing such a product being known. 
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FIGS. 1 through 5 illustrate various light weight paper 

products packaged with the material of FIG. 6, arrow 16 
indicating the direction of minimum tear resistance above 
mentioned. The plastic product is applied in each in 
stance to the lightweight contents in a manner partially to 
compact and retain the contents in compacted form. Most 
items so packaged require a somewhat greater restraining 
force in one ‘direction of encirclement than in a direction 
opposite thereto. Plastic product 10 is applied about the 
article with the machine direction of the material aligned 
with the direction of encirclement which requires the 
greater restraining ‘forces. It is important that the plastic 
product vbe maintained taut by the partially compacted 
contents to insure proper tear along its machine direction. 

‘Certain products to be packaged will exert substantially 
equal forces in either direction of encirclement of the 
product, as for example the envelopes 18 of FIG. 1. 
Plastic ?lm product v1V0 may be fabricated into package 
form by known folding and sealing apparatus with its 
machine direction indicated by arrow 16. To provide a 
centrally disposed tear path as shown, an integral tear tab 
of the type shown at 22, FIG. 2, is provided at the lower 
margin of 'the overlapped side wall portion 20. The width 
of tab 22 controls the ‘width of the resulting tear path 
shown de?ned marginally at 25 and 26, FIG. 1 and shown 
dotted at 24, FIG. 2. FIG. 2 illustrates a stack or clip 
of facial tissues shown non-compacted at 30 but also 
shown substantially compacted and completely enclosed 
by package 32 incorporating the invention. _ 
The details of Package construction are relatively un 

important so long'as they incorporate the concept of em: 
ploying the directional characteristics of the plastic film 
product in a manner to permit the use of a product of 
minimum weight while insuring proper tearing during 
complete or partial opening of the package. In each 
instance, ‘however, the plastic ?lm product 10 is formed 
about the packaged contents under sufficient tension sub 
stantially to compact the contents and is heat sealed along 
the side and end ?aps except in the area thereof forming 
the integral tab portion 22, FIG.’ 2. While the tab end 

' must be easily available to a user, it is immaterial whether 
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the tab is formed integrally with the plastic ?lm product 
or is suitably bonded thereto. A preferred tab maybe 
formed by leaving an unbonded oval-like portion de?ned 
by the lower tab margin and an upper margin shown 
dotted at 34, FIG. 2. 
FIG. 3 illustrates the invention incorporated in a small 

package of facial tissues termed a pocket pack. The 
plastic ?lm product is applied over the packaged stack 
of tissues 36 and a cardboard stiffening base 38 with the 
machine direction 16 of the ?lm product thereof Oriented 
in the direction of maximumv package length. All over 
lapped'end ?ap 40 is provided with a tear tab 22 similar 
to its counterpart shown in FIG. 2 with the intended tear 
path shown dotted at 42 but prior to tear and at 4'4 after 
being torn. In this instance it is desirable to provide a 
tear path extending from one end to the other without , 
completely encircling the package and without destruc 
tion thereof to permit the tissues to be individually ex 
tracted through the slot thus formed in the top of the 
package 
FIG. 4' illustrates the invention incorporated'iin a pack 

age 46 enclosing and retaining two rolls 48 and 50 of 
light weight hand towelling or the like in substantially 
compacted form. Since maximum retention forces are 
required in the direction of encirclement indicated by 
arrow 16 the product is applied with its machine direction 
so oriented. Tear tab 20 is similar'to those above de 
scribed to permit either partial or complete severance of 
the packaging material, depending on whether one or two 
rolls are to be removed therefrom. Severance of the 
wrapper material through an arc encircling only the top 
half of'the package 46 permits removal of the top roll 
and folding over of the plastic product for enclosure of 
the bottom roll as a protective covering. 
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.FIG. ~5 illustrates the manner in which the two rolls 
of towelling 48 and 50 may be enclosed while under com 
paction in the plastic ?lm product above described. The 
manner in which the package is completed and sealed is 
not shown or described since the steps are well known 
and form no part of the present invention. ' 

Further objects and advantages of the concept herein 
taught will become readily apparent to persons skilled 
in the art, the scope of the invention being clearly de 
?ned in the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. In combination, a light weight compactable article 

and a package formed of a plastic ?lm product main 
taining said article partially compacted, said plastic ?lm 
product consisting of a ?lm of polyethylene of thickness 
within the range of about .35 to 2.5 mils forming the 
outer surface of the package and a sheet of creped wad 
ding disposed inwardly of the ?lm and bonded at the 
crests thereof to the ?lm, said wadding having a basis 
weight of about 6 to 14 pounds per 3000 square feet and 
a crepe ratio of about 1.1 to 3, the ?bers forming said 
wadding being disposed in a manner to de?ne a grain di 
rection in which the tear resistance in the grain direction 
is less than one third the tear resistance in a direction 
across the grain, said product being applied to encircle 
said compacted article in a direction requiring maximum 
constraining forces, and a tear tab associated with said 
product and positioned to permit said product to be torn 
in the grain direction along a desired path for exposure 
of said article. 

2. In combination, a light weight compactable article 
and an hermetically sealed enclosure maintaining said 
article partially compacted, said enclosure consisting of a 
light weight plastic ?lm product having a direction of 
minimum tear resistance encircling said article in the 
direction requiring maximum constraining forces to main 
tain said article compacted, and an integral tear tab on 
said product positioned to permit tearing of said prod 
uct in the direction of minimum tear resistance, said 
product comprising an outer plastic ?lm of a thickness 
‘between about .35 and 2.5 mils and an inner backing of 
creped wadding of a basis weight between about 6 and 14 
pounds per 3000 square feet and a crepe ratio between 
1.1 and 3, with said ?lm bonded to said wadding along 
the crests thereof, said wadding and ?lm each having di 
rections of minimum tear resistance and bonded together 
with such directions aligned. 

3. The combination with a light weight compactable 
article, of a plastic ?lm product forming an hermetically 
sealed package maintaining said product partially-com 
pacted, said product comprising a ?lm of high polymer 
plastic of a thickness of about .35 -to 2.5 mils having bond 
ed to one side thereof a sheet of creped wadding of a 
basis weight of about 6 to 14 pounds per 3000 square 
feet and a crepe ratio of about 1.1 to 3 with the wadding 
to plastic bonds limited to the crest portions on one side 
of the wadding, said ?lm and said wadding each having 
aligned directions of maximum tensile strength and re 
sulting minimum tear resistance resulting in a grain di 
rection of tear resistance, said product being 
applied to said article with said grain encircling the arti 
cle in a direction requiring maximum constraining forces, 
with lateral portions of said product overlapped and 
thermally bonded together to complete the package, a 
manually accessible portion of said product forming a 
tear tab positioned intermediate said overlapped and 
sealed portions to provide means for tearing a strip of 
said product along said grain direction. . 

4. In combination, a light weight compactable article 
and a package formed of a plastic ?lm product maintain 
ing said article partially compacted, said plastic ?lm prod 
uct consisting of a sheet of creped wadding having a thin 
?lm of high polymer plastic bonded to one side thereof 
along the crests of the wadding, said wadding being of a 
basis weight of about 6 to 14 pounds per 3000 square feet 
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with the ?bers thereof oriented in a'manner'to insure a; 
machine-to-cross-di-rectional strength ratio ‘of at least‘ 
2.5 to 1, said wadding having a crepe ratioof about 1.1 
to 3, said plastic ?lm being of a thickness within a range 
of about .35 to 25 mils, said resulting product being ap 
plied to said article with the ?lm externally and the 
wadding internally of the resulting package, said product 
encircling the compacted article in a manner to so posi 
tion the machine direction of the wadding to resist maxi 
mum expansion forces exerted by said compacted article 
and a tear tab associated with said product and positioned 
to permit said product to be torn in the machine direc~ 
tion of said wadding along a substantially linear path for 
exposure of said article. 

5. In combination, a light weight compactable article 
and a package formed of a plastic ?lm product maintain 
ing said article partially compacted, said plastic ?lm prod 
uct consisting of a ?lm of polyethylene of thickness with 
in the range of about .35 to 2.5 mils forming the outer 
surface of the package and a sheet of creped cellulosic 
wadding disposed inwardly of the ?lm and bonded ‘along 
the crests thereof to the ?lm, said wadding having a 
basis weight of about 6 to 14 pounds per 3000 square feet 
and a crepe ratio of about 1:1 to 3, the ?bers forming 
said wadding being disposed in a manner to insure a ten 
sile strength in excess of that in the opposite direction by 
a ratio of at least 21/2 to 1, said product being applied to 
encircle said compacted article with the maximum tensile 
strength direction in the direction requiring maximum 
constraining forces, and a tear tab associated with said 
product and positioned to permit said product to be torn 
in the grain direction along a desired path for exposure of 
said varticle. 

6. The combination with a light weight compactable 
article, of a plastic ?lm product forming an hermetically 
sealed package maintaining said product partially com 
pacted, said product comprising a ?lm of high polymer 
plastic of a thickness of about .35 to 2.5 mils and having 
machine directional tensile strength exceeding cross direc 
tional tensile strength, having bonded to one side thereof 
a sheet of creped wadding of a basis weight of about 6 to 
14 pounds per 3000 square feet and a crepe ratio of about 
1.1 to 3 and a machine to cross directional tensile strength 
ratio of at least 21/2 to 1, the wadding to plastic bonding 
being limited to the crest portions of the wadding, said 
?lm and said wadding being bonded with their directions 
of maximum tensile strength aligned with resulting mini 
mum tear resistance in the machine direction of the wad 
ding, said product being applied to said article with the 
machine vdirection of the wadding encircling the article in 
a direction requiring maximum constraining forces, lateral 
portions of said product being overlapped and thermally 
bonded to de?ne package end walls, and a manually ac 
cessible portion of said product forming a tear tab posi 
tioned intermediate said end walls to provide means for 
tearing a strip of said product in the machine direction of 
the wadding. 

7. In combination, a light weight compact-able article 
and an hermetically sealed enclosure maintaining said 
article partially compacted, said enclosure consisting of a 
light weight plastic ?lm product having a ‘grain direction 
of minimum tear resistance encircling said article in the 
direction requiring maximum constraining forces to main 
tain said article compacted, and an integral tea-r tab on 
said product positioned to permit tearing of said product in 
the grain direction, said product comprising an outer ?lm 
of polyethylene of a thickness between about .35 and 2.5 
mils, said ?lm having a tear resistance in one direction less 
than its tear resistance in an opposite direction, and an in 
ner backing of creped wadding of a basis weight between 
about 6 and 14 pounds per 3000 square feet and a crepe 
ratio between 1.1 and 3, said wadding having a tensile 
strength in one direction exceeding by at least 2% to 1 
its tensile strength in the opposite direction, said ?lm 
being bonded to said wadding along the crests thereof, 
with the direction of minimum tear resistance of said ?lm 
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a?gnegl with the direction’ of: maximum tensile strength of 
said-waging. V ' __ _ 
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